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INTRODUCTION 

The primary objective of this study %vas to determine by 

experimental methods a range-energy relation for protons in 

nickel, the energy range covered being between approximately 

2 and 5 Mev. Nickel is often used for target backings and 

in other phases of nuclear research in which accurate values 

of particle energy absorption are required. Since no ex¬ 

perimental data for ranges or energy loss in this metal were 

available in this energy range, it is apparent that such 

information would be very useful. 

The first determinations of ranges were carried out 

with monoenergetic alpha-particles produced by the disinte¬ 

gration of radioactive nuclei, this being the only source of 

high energy charged particles available at the time. Later, 

similar measurements were made with monoenergetic proton 

beams from particle accelerators. The method of determining 

the range of these particles in a particular substance was 

to introduce very thin layers of the material between the 

source and a detector until the transmission reached zero. 

Then a plot of the transmission as a function of the absorber 

thickness was obtained, from which the mean range, i.e., the 

range at which 50% transmission occurred, was determined. 

Due to the inaccuracy in determining the thicknesses of the 



thin foils, a high degree of accuracy could not be obtained 

with this method. 
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With the advent of charged particle accelerators which 

utilized analyzing magnets, a source of a variety of charged 

particles became available. Since the energy of the particle 

beam is variable, we are given a new and more easily utilized 

method of mean range measurements. One may now use a single 

foil of the absorbing material, and instead of using the 

absorber thickness as the variable, use the energy of the 

particle beam. A transmission curve is then obtained which 

gives the transmission as a function of the energy. This 

method is more accurate in that the thickness of only one 

thick foil must be determined instead of many thin foils as 

was necessary in the earlier method. 

If a sufficient number of data points are obtained, one 

may find an empirical relation between the ranges and energies 

of the particles. Then upon differentiation of this relation, 

the rate of energy loss of the particle may be determined. 

This energy loss may then be compared with existing theories, 

a treatment of which is given in the next section. 
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THEORY 

When, heavy charged particles pass through matter they 

undergo an almost continuous loss of energy which is due 

chiefly to inelastic collisions with the electrons in the 

atoms of the stopping material. The rate of energy loss 

increases with decreasing particle velocity due to the in¬ 

creasingly longer time available for interaction between 

the Coulomb fields of the particle and the electrons. This 

process continues until the particle energy decreases to the 

extent that the particle may capture electrons. This reduces 

the charge and decreases the interaction cross section, 

thus, decreasing the rate of energy loss. The slowing down 

still continues, hoivever, until the particle reaches thermal 

equilibrium with the stopping material. For energies below 

which the particle can capture electrons the theoretical 

problem becomes extremely difficult; in fact, it has not yet 

been solved. For energies above those which electron capture 

can take place a theoretical treatment has been given by 

H. Bethe.1 

Bethe’s theory of energy loss is based on the Born 

approximation applied to the collisions of the heavy charged 

particle with bound electrons. The square of the matrix 

element of the Coulomb interaction between appropriate 

initial and final states gives the differential cross section 
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for the process in which a certain amount of energy is imparted 

to the atomic electrons by the particle. The theory assumes 

plane waves for the wave functions of the incident and scat¬ 

tered heavy particle, while the atom is initially described 

by the unperturbed atomic wave function and finally by the 

wave function of one of the excited states. Then obviously 

the cross section for a given energy loss times the magnitude 

of the corresponding energy loss summed over all possible 

cases gives the average energy lost per unit of path length. 

The requirement for the use of the Born approximation 

is that the amplitude of the incident particle wave be large 

compared to that of the scattered wave. The criterion for 

this is that 

where Z.Q andV are respectively the charge and velocity of 

the incident particle. This is, however, the condition that 

the particle has its full charge. The theory may be further 

simplified by considering only particles with velocities 

large compared to the velocities of the atomic electrons. 

This condition is expressible as follows: 

<1) 

E (2) 

where E is the incident particle energy, Eg} the ionization 

potential of the electron, and M and w the masses of the 

particle and the electron, respectively. 
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When these conditions are satisfied, the relativistic 

formula for the average energy loss per unit distance of 

stopping material traversed (usually expressed in Mev 

per gni/cm2) is as follows: 

_ _ 4TTe4Z* bioQ 
d 7: vnis1- A 

where 

(3) 

B = Z (A d-f) ~pl]' C4> 
V and Z e are respectively the velocity and charge of the 

particle, No is Avogadro’s number, A the atomic weight 

of the stopping material, ZL the nuclear charge and I the 
d El average excitation potential of the atom. The term — -y~ is 
a X 

referred to as the "stopping power" of the material being 

traversed and B- is a convenient dimensionless term called 

the "stopping number". 

Bethe has shown that his theory may be extended down 

to energies where the velocity of the incident particle is 

comparable with atomic electron velocities. Correction 

terms may be introduced into the formula in the following 

manner: 

dE _ 4-7re*za Wo^lV, 22213/1 (s', 
"dT- vnv*~- A 1^10-^) [ fWj <5) 

where C| is the correction term for the lack of effective¬ 

ness of stopping of the electrons in the shell.2 Another 

manner of applying the correction has been given by Aron.3 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FCR TESTING THE THEORY 

The stopping power formula may be studied from two 

general experimental approaches; 

(1) One may determine the energy of the heavy particle beam 

on the entrance and exit sides of an absorber of known 

thickness. Then the average stopping power relation 

may be compared directly with the experimental results, 

or 

(2) one may determine the mean range of the particles in 

an absorber, i.e., determine at what incident particle 

energy one-half the particles penetrate the absorber. 

Data of this type may then be compared to the stopping 

power relation by either of the two following methods: 

(a) A numerical integration of the reciprocal of the 

stopping power formula may be carried out within 

the limits of validity of the formula. Thus, we 

have the expression 

^6 KP 
where is the mean range of the particles in 

the absorber, E0 is the incident particle energy, 

and REXP *S an experimentally determined mean range 

which essentially carries the expression from zero 

incident particle energy to the region of validity 

of Bethe’s formula. 
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(b) The second method in which the mean ranges may be 

employed to allow experimental verification of 

Bethe’s formula involves determining an empirical 

relation between the energy and mean range 

of several foils. Then this expression may be 

differentiated to obtain an empirical stopping 

power relation. 

Because of the importance of having the stopping power 

relation, the latter method of comparison was employed in 

this study. 
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APPARATUS 

Proton Source 

The source of high energy protons was the 5,5 Mev. Van 

de Graaff generator at The Rice Institute, Their energy was 

very precisely determined by a method which involved the 

calibration of the 90° analyzing magnet by neutron thresholds. 

This wrill be discussed in detail later* 

• ......... v 

Detecting System 

The proton detectors used in this experiment were pro¬ 

portional counters, Fig. I. These counters were used in 

earlier range-energy work by H. Bichsel, R. F. Mozley, and 

W. A. Aron at the Palmer Physical Laboratory, Princeton 

University.^ The counter anodes were tungsten wires of 

3 mil diameter which were perpendicular to and approximately 

one centimeter below the proton beam. The absorber foil was 

situated between the second and third counters and was 
4 

mounted on a movable frame so the homogeneity of the foils 

could be tested. 

The precision machining of the foil mounting frames and 

the counters assured the perpendicularity of the foils to 

the proton beam when the counters were aligned properly. 

Alignment was accomplished by centering the image made by 

the protons of the entrance aperature on a piece of scintil¬ 

lating material mounted over the exit hole in the back of 

the counting system. This procedure is easily understood by 



RANGE-ENERGY COUNTERS 

FIG. I 



BLOCK DIAGRAM OF COURTING CIRCUIT 
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considering Fig, I, The alignment could be made to an 

accuracy of better than 0,1 mm,, the error contribution of 

which was negligible, 

A mercury manometer was attached to the counting system 

with which the pressure of the counter gas could be readily 

determined. 

Electronics 

A block diagram showing the arrangement of the electronic 

equipment is given in Fig, II. 

The high voltage for the counters was furnished by three 

1,600 volt, model PS-22, regulated high voltage power supplies 

manufactured by the Scientific Specialities Corporation, 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. This type power supply was selected 

because it was possible to adjust the voltage continuously 

with an accuracy of less than one volt. This was required 

due to the strong dependence of the output pulse heights on 

the voltage. 

Four tube pre-amplifiers were used which had two stages 

of amplification and gave a total gain of approximately 36. 

The circuits were of the type given in Pig. 3.18, page 167, 

of "Electronics: Experimental Techniques”, by W. C. Elmore 

and M, L. Sands. 

The coincidence circuits were modified versions of the 

type shown in Fig, 2.47 (a), page 122, of the above mentioned 

book. 
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Before entering the coincidence circuit the pulses from 

the pre-amplifiers were further amplified by model 2G4-B 

linear amplifiers, manufactured by the Atomic Instrument 

Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts* 

The pulses from the coincident circuits were displayed 

on two decade scalers manufactured by the Atomic Instrument 

Company. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The Counting System 

From the 5,5 Mev Van de Graaff Accelerator the analyzed 

proton beam entered the counting system through a thin alu¬ 

minum foil. The three sections of the counting system, Fig, I, 

operated as proportional counters, the gas filling being 100 

torr of argon. 

The operation of the counting circuit is most easily 

explained by considering the two following cases: 

Cl) A proton traverses counters #1 and #2 but is stopped in 

the absorber foils In this event counters #1 and 42 

each send a pulse through their respective pre-amplifiers 

and linear amplifiers into the coincidence circuit for 

41 and #2. Since these pulses are coincident they trig¬ 

ger a pulse which produces one count on the scaler for #1 

and #2 and sends a signal to the coincidence circuit for 

#1, #2, and #3, Ifcwever, since there is no pulse from 

counter #3 there is no coincidence here, 

(2) A Proton traverses counters #1, #2, the absorber foil, 

and counter #3: In this event the coincidence between 

counters #1 and #2 still occurs and triggers one count 

on the scaler for #1 and #2. This time, however, the 

pulse from the coincidence from counters #1 and #2 

coincides with the pulse from counter #3, triggering the 

coincidence circuit for #1, #2, and 43 and producing one 
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count on the scaler for #1, #2, and #3. 

Obviously the scaler for #1 and #2 indicates the number 

of protons incident on the foil while the scaler for #1, #2, 

and #3 indicates the number of protons which traverse the foil. 

The coincidence between counters #1 and #2 is employed 

to eliminate background counts. This is further aided by 

discrimination against small pulses in the pre-amplifiers. 

With these precautions taken the background count was completely 

negligible during the short counting periods necessary. 

The procedure for taking data was to start at an energy 

at which the transmission was zero and increase by steps in 

energy of a few kilovolts until maximum transmission was 

reached. Due to multiple scattering and nuclear interactions 

in the stopping material, 100% transmission is never attained. 

Fig. Ill is a typical curve obtained from data of this type 

by plotting the percent transmission as a function of the 

incident proton energy. The point at vrhich the transmission 

is one half the maximum value gives the energy corresponding 

to the mean range of protons in the foil. 

Preparation Of The Range-Energy Foils 

Precision rolled foils* of not less than 99.5% purity 

were used in the experiment. The following method was employed 

*The foils were purchased from Baker and Company, 
Incorporated, Newark, 5, New Jersey. 
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in cutting each of the foils: A seven-eights inch brass rod 

approximately four inches long was mounted in a lathe where 

one end was faced as accurately as possible. The face was 

then further smoothed on a sheet of #445 crocus cloth which 

was lying on a drill table, A piece of foil approximately one- 

half inch square was then secured with "Vrarnon cement,** a 

heat softening wax, to the end of the rod. The rod was then 

placed in a dividing head on the bed of a milling machine. 

Cutting perpendicularly to the end of the brass rod, a fly 

cutter reduced the foil and a portion of the rod to the dimen¬ 

sions of approximately one centimeter square, the final cuts 

being less than 0,001 inch to assure uniform edges. The foils 

were removed from the brass rods with heat and cleaned with 

trichlorethylene• 

The determination of the surface densities of the foils 

required two measurements: 

(1) Area Measurements 

The stationery part of the microscope employed in 

the measurement was a standard monocular, triple nose- 

piece research microscope provided with a set of cross 

hairs in the X10 ocular. The X25 objective was used in 

most of the measurements. 

Horizontal translational motion was accomplished 

with a Gaertner precision traveling table, the position 

Manufactured by the Varniton Company, 104 North 
Varney Street, Burbank, California, 
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of which could be read to one micron by means of a 

vernier equipped mechanical dial. Vertical translation 

was accomplished by a second stage mounted on the Gaertner 

table and activated by a rack and pinion. 

The measuring procedure was as follows s The foil 

was placed on a glass slide on the traveling table. 

With one edge of the foil aligned with the vertical cross 

hair, width measurements were made at one millimeter in¬ 

tervals down the side. The foil was then rotated 90° and 

the process was repeated. Then with the foil turned over 

like measurements were made on the reverse side. The 

average widths of the corresponding opposite sides were 

averaged and the area was then the product of these 

dimensions. 

The diagonals were also measured to check the rec¬ 

tangular ity of the foils. No differences of greater than 

4 microns were encountered, corrections for which were 

negligible. 

The traveling table was calibrated by comparison 

with a precision ruled slide also manufactured by The 

Gaertner Scientific Corporation. The scale was 1*1 cen¬ 

timeters in length with 0.1 millimeter divisions. 

Comparisons were made in one of the two following mannerss 

(a) Each position at which a foil was measured was 

compared to the nearest division of the slide. 

(b) The ruled slide was placed on the traveling 
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table and the foil was placed on the rulings in 

such a way that scale marks extended on each 

side of the foil* Measurements from the edge 

of the foil to the nearest scale mark on each 

side then gave a direct comparison of the foil 

width to the precision scale, depending on the 

accuracy of the traveling table over distances 

of less than 0.1 millimeter.4 

Corrections of the microscope dial readings were 

at no point greater than 6 microns* Bach of the foils 

was measured at least twice at different times and no 

differences in area greater than 0*06% were encountered 

after correction. It is well to assume that the ac¬ 

curacy of the area measurements was better than t0.04%. 

(2) Weight Measurements 

The foils were weighed on a Mettler analytic balance 

type B6, the accuracy of which was to.02 milligrams as 

stated by the manufacturer. Bach foil was weighed at 

least three times and this was repeated several days 

later. No. differences greater than to.02 milligrams 

were encountered. 

From the results of these measurements surface 

densities of the foils were obtained, the results and 

probably errors of which are given in Table I. 
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ENERGY CALIBRATION 

In order to obtain the desired accuracy in this experi¬ 

ment it was necessary that the energy of the incident protons 

be known as precisely as possible. One of the most easily 

utilized yet highly accurate methods available at The Rice 

Institute involves the calibration of the 90° analysing 

magnet with a series of accurately known neutron thresholds. 

A BF3 slow neutron counter was employed to determine the 

position of the neutron thresholds for those reactions for 

which the neutron background was low below threshold. When 

the neutron background was of considerable magnitude below the 

threshold, it was necessary to use the "counter ratio" method, 

the details of which have been discussed in the literature.5 

A list of the calibration reactions employed plus their 

incident particle energies and uncertainties is given in 

Table II. 

The energy of the proton beam was calibrated in terms 

of the Larmor frequency of hydrogen and lithium nuclei in 

the field of the analyzing magnet. The probe of a Pound 

magnetometer* was situated near the accelerator vacuum tube 

between the pole pieces of the analyzing magnet. The signal 

from the magnetometer oscillator unit was fed into an electronic 

*Manufactured by the Laboratory for Electronics, Inc. 
Boston, Massachusetts; Model 101. 
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counter** on which the frequency could be measured to better 

than ±0.002%, The frequency of the oscillator was matched to 

that of the Larmor precession by centering the absorption 

signal on the screen of an oscilloscope. The proton signal 

was used for energies up to about 4.5 Mev and the lithium 

signal for the remainder of the energy range. For convenience 

the lithium frequencies were converted to their corresponding 

proton frequencies for the analysis of the data. 

All the necessary data could not be obtained in one run} 

thus, it was necessary to normalize the data from the various 

runs to make them equivalent to a single run. This was 

executed as follows: In conjunction with the work on nickel, 

work was being done on aluminum. The mean ranges of the 

foils were reproducible to within a very few kilovolts, this 

being especially true of the aluminum because of the greater 

homogeneity in the thickness of the foils. This gave several 

points which could be used to normalize all the data. One 

run in which the mean ranges of most of the foils were measured 

was selected as the standard. To normalize the frequencies 

of a particular run to the reference run, the ratios of the 

corresponding frequencies of the mean ranges of the foils in 

both runs were taken. Then the average of these ratios 

multiplied by each of the frequencies converted them to the 

reference run. Then in a similar manner the frequency of 

**Electronic Counter, Model #524B: Manufactured by 
the Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, California. 
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the neutron threshold calibration point (one of which was 

taken at all but two of the runs) was transformed to the 

reference run. The equivalent of one run which included 

several measurements on each foil plus four calibration 

points \?as then obtained when all the data had been normalized. 

With these four calibration points it was possible to 

obtain a very accurate calibration of the analyzing magnet. 

The calibration points were utilized in the following manner: 

We have the expression 

E = K F 2 (7) 

where E is the energy of the protons, F is the frequency 
of the Larmor precession of the hydrogen nuclei in the field 

of the analyzing magnet, and K » due to relativistic effects 

on the protons and fringing effects of the magnetic field, is 

a slowly varying function of the frequency. Corresponding to 

the four neutron thresholds, four values of K were determined. 

Then from a plot of K as a function of F , it was possible 

to determine K and thus E corresponding to any frequency. 
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CORRECTIONS 

Correction For Entrance Foil 

In order to separate the counter gas from the vacuum 

system of the accelerator tube and yet allow the passage of 

the protons into the counters, it was necessary to use a thin 

aluminum window. Foil of thickness sufficient to support the 

pressure of the counting gas on the 2 millimeter entrance 

hole was required. Because of its availability, foil of 

approximately 0.35 mil thickness was chosen. Since it was 

impossible to aline the counters each run with the entrance 

foil in place, it was necessary to use a new foil each time. 

The areas of the foils were determined from measurements, 

taken with a vernier caliper, of the sides of triangular 

pieces of the foil. The weights were obtained on the same 

balance used with the range-energy foils. With these measure¬ 

ments the surface densities were determined with an accuracy 

of to.03 mg/cm2. The values for all the measurements lay within 

these limits so the average of 2.37t0.03 mg/cm2 was used. 

By successive approximations the average stopping power 

of the entrance foil was obtained at the desired energies 

from the data of H. Bichsel.^ Then with these values, 

the total energy loss in the entrance foil was determined 

corresponding to the mean range energies of the various range- 

energy foils. The results of these corrections are given in 

Table III. 
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Counter Gas Filling Correction 

The gas used in the proportional counters was argon at 

a pressure of 100 torr. The correction for the energy loss 

in the third counter was determined to he approximately 5 Kev. 

This figure was obtained from a calculation of the energy loss 

in the third counter necessary to produce a pulse which would 

be accepted by the pre-amplifier. 

The energy loss in the first and second counters was 

determined experimentally. The mean ranges of several of the 

foils were determined at at least three different pressures. 

Then for each of the foils the pressure was plotted as a func¬ 

tion of the reciprocal of the mean range energy and extrapolated 

to zero pressure. Thus a determination of the energy loss at 

100 torr could be determined. 

Actually this method of making the counter gas correction 

could be used to obtain the stopping power of the gas. A 

comparison of the experimentally determined energy loss in the 

counters was made with the energy loss calculated from the 

theoretical relations of Aron^. The results of the two 

methods compared favorably} thus, giving a check on the 

accuracy of the energy loss determinations. The results of 

these corrections are given in Table III. 

Homogeneity Corrections 

A measure of the inhomogeneity in the thickness of the 

foils was made possible by the construction of the counters, 
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Fig. I. The frame holding the foil could be moved to dif¬ 

ferent positions by a lever running through the counter wall 

and sealed to the wall by a sylphon. 

At approximately 50% transmission, the foil was moved 

to 8 other points at which the transmission was determined. 

Corresponding corrections were then applied, the results of 

which are given in Table III. 

Due to the numerous small angle collisions with the 

electrons in the absorbing material, the particle actually 

travels a greater distance than just the thickness of the 

foil* We nay, however, express the experimentally measured 

thickness, , as a projection of the actual mean range,RM , 

as follows: 

where 0; is the angle of deviation from the original direction 

of the beam after the i ^ collision and X\ is the distance 

between the point of the ( i - 1)^ and the i collision. 

By assuming that the angles of deflection are small 

we may use the approximate form of COS &£ to obtain 

Multiple Scattering Corrections 

(8) 
i 

Rr = t n (i - f) (9) 
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This may be written as 

Rr= Rm- i? ©-17 
1 

<10) 

since 

RM = <11) 

The correction which must be applied to the observed thickness 

is thus 

AR = R^-RT = n <12) 

which in integral form becomes 

AR = ?J 6*CR) dR <13) 

where ©MR) is the mean square of the angle of deviation of 

the particle after it has traveled a distance R in the foil.4 

There are existing theories for the calculation of this 

angular deflection;*® however, due to the lack of sufficient 

experimental verification, it was decided that the multiple 

scattering correction be determined experimentally. 

A diagram of the apparatus employed is given in Fig. IV. 

It consisted of a tube inside which was placed a movable foil 

holder. At the end of the tube, opposite that which the 

protons entered, was a mount for photographic plates which 

held them inclined at an angle of approximately 10° to 

the direction of the proton beam. The plates used had a 
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special nuclear track emulsion.* 

Upon traversing the foil the protons were scattered into 

small solid angles after which they struck the nuclear plate 

which was in the mount. After being developed the plates 

were "read** with a Leitz microscope** equipped with a special 

nuclear track measuring stage, the position of which could be 

determined with an accuracy of better than 20 microns with 

an Ames dial gauge mounted on the microscope table. Readings 

were taken* in most cases, at 1 millimeter intervals along 

the length of the plate in line with the point of maximum 

intensity. Along this line* tracks were counted at each in¬ 

terval in an area approximately 2 millimeters long and 0.2 

millimeters wide, these dimensions being governed by the den¬ 

sity of tracks on the plate. The distribution of tracks as a 

function of distance along the plate was found to very closely 

approximate a Gaussian distribution, being slightly higher 

than the Gaussian at large angles. Assuming a distribution 

of this type, the mean square of the scattering angle, (pz , 
was the value of the square of the scattering angle <p at 

which the number of counts is Vg times its maximum value. 

It was found that this value could be determined most accu¬ 

rately from a plot on semi-logarithmic graph paper of the 

*Ilford Nuclear Research Plates; emulsion type, E.l; 
emulsion thickness, 25 microns; manufactured by Ilford 
Limited, Ilford-London, England. 

**Leitz Model S 20/92-14 Labolux Binocular Microscope. 
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number of tracks as a function of the square of the deflection. 

The value of <pz was then taken from the best straight line 

which could be drawn through the points. 

With the values of (j? obtained in the above manner the 

following quantity was determined# 

(14) 

where E.*" is the mean square of the energy in the foil, T 
is the thickness of the foil, and K is a slowly varying 

function of E . Prom these values a plot of as a func¬ 

tion of energy was made. Having this experimentally deter¬ 

mined curve, one is able to compute the multiple scattering 

as follows! 

(1) We may write 

where is the average stopping power in the foil. 

These values were taken from a graph, the data for 

which was obtained from two sources! 

(a) Between 2 and 5 Mev the uncorrected data of this 

study was used, 

(b) Below 600 Kev the stopping power values for copper 

x*ere used, being taken from reference 2, pages 208 

and 209. The region between these sources was ob¬ 

tained by interpolation. 

The accuracy of this curve was sufficient for this 

calculation. 
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(2) We may write Equation (14) in differential form: 

= ]^ oIR (16) 

Then 

(17) 

From (1) and (2) above we may write Equation (13) as 

(18) 

This integral was then evaluated by numerical integra¬ 

tion to obtain the correction at several points. A graph was 

then made, giving the percent correction as a function of the 

incident particle energy, Fig. V. 

There were two scattering foils used in this correction: 

(1) The range-energy foil of surface-density 15.03 

mg/cm^, and 

(2) a thinner nickel foil of surface-density 2.182 

rag/cuP, which was determined in a manner similar 

to that employed for the range-energy foils. 

Due to this inaccuracy in graph of k as a function of 

E and the m relation, the accuracy of this correction 

only be estimated to be better than 5 to 10^. 

can 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 

In the final analysis of the data the average values 

of the normalized frequencies corresponding to the mean 

ranges were calculated. Then corresponding to each of these 

frequencies the values of K were determined from the plot 

of K versus F, and from Eqn. (7) the uncorrected mean range 

energies were calculated* The corrections discussed in the 

previous section were then applied? thus , giving the mean 

range energies, These data are tabulated in Table III* 

Fig. VI* is the experimental range-energy curve obtained 

from these corrected mean range energies and the corrected 

mean ranges from Table I* 

With these values of and EM it was possible to find 

empirical range-energy relations, two of which were determined* 

(1) The determination of the first relation involved the 

calculation* from the experimentally determined values 

of Rfa and of values of 

t 
for each of the foils. Due to the errors in and (?«, 
% 

6 had intrinsic errors which ranged from 0*8% to 0*4% 

in the 2 to 5 Mev range. When 

C, = I. 58 
the values of when plotted against £« had a form which 

could be approximated by the parabola 



TABLE HI 

Mean Range Energy Data 

Foil 
Number 

Average 
Normalized 
Frequency 

(MCPS) 

KX107 

Mev 
CNGPS)2 

Dncorrected 
Mean Range 

Energies (Mev) 

1 23.4081,014 4178418 2.2891.002 

2 26.4581.017 41768116 2.9241.003 

3 29.0301.008 41746120 3.5841.003 

4 31.7461.004 41712120 4.2041.005 

5 33.4311.013 41686120 4.6541.007 

6 3|».6701.041 41646125 5.2991,010 

Foil 
Number 

Entrance 
Foil 

Correction 
(kev) 

Counter Gas 
Filling 

Correction(kev) 
#1 & #2 #3 

Homogeneity 
Correction 

(kev) 
Em(Mev) 

Corrected 

1 -24913 -8113 5l5 013 1.9541.008 

2 -207l3 -66l3 5l5 Oil 2.6461.008 

3 -17712 -5713 515 -2l2 3.3421.008 

4 -15712 -5213 515 112 3.9931.009 

5 -14512 -49l3 5l5 -20l5 4.4671.011 

6 -13212 -44l3 5l5 7t2 5.0981.012 
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(js= Cz+C3 (E.M - C+)a (20> 

the best fit being obtained when 

Cz= 1,6 + ZI 
Ci= o. o o 64 
C*= 3. 80 0 tf e* 

The maximum error in the fit of the data points by Cfr 

was 0.15%, which is of the same order of magnitude as 

the intrinsic error of • With the empirical re la- 

tion for f it was possible to write 

_ jr I. 5& Qi'6+2I +0.006‘HEf 3.BOOMtv)2 

The maximum error obtained in the calculation of Rn for 

the experimental points was 0.26%j thus, the accuracy 

of this expression between data points could only be 

estimated to be better than 0.5%. 

(2) The second empirical relation was obtained in a manner 

similar to that used for the first. Values were calcu¬ 

lated from the experimental data for the function 

E„+ k.) «2) 

The experimental uncertainty of this function ranged 

from 1.0 to 0.6%. By considering a plot of T* versus 

* it was found that the points could be fit approxi¬ 

mately by the parabola 
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r= k2 - k3 (Eh- k<)z <23) 

inhere the best obtainable fit *?as that fox which the 

values of the constants were 

k,= 0.5150 
K2= 3.23 70 
k3= O.OOS^ 
k4
s 3. 600 MELV/ 

The maximum error in the fit of the data points by 

was 0.3% which was less than the intrinsic experimental 

error in the values of -V" as obtained from Eqn. (22). 

With the empirical relation for it was possible to 

solve Eqn. (22) for P*to obtain 

p - EH3tt70-o.ooei(EH-3.&m‘*)~\ (24) n j£ot)>o EM aaso 
Upon substitution of the data points into this expression 

the greatest error was found to be less than 0.3%j how¬ 

ever » again we can only assume the accuracy of the 

relation at intermediate; points to be better than 0.5%. 

The empirical range-energy relations were differentiated 

with respect to to obtain v-jfe1, the reciprocal of which 

. dE ? * 
as dX* • Stopping power values were calculated from both 

relations for a few energies,; the results of which are given 

in Table IV, along with the respective ranges from the empiri¬ 

cal range-energy relations. The average of these stopping 

power values is plotted as a function of E" in Fig. VII. 

Differences in the values obtained from the two empirical 
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stopping power relations were as great as 3%, This indicates 

the lack of uniqueness in differentiating the experimental 

range-energy relation. 

Prom Eqn* (3) the theoretical stopping power values were 

calculated assuming the value of 360 ev. for I , the average 

excitation potential*^ These results are given in Table I? 

so they may be compared with the results from the empirical 

relations. A method of calculating the shell corrections 

may be obtained from articles by Walske;11*12 however, due to 

the inaccuracy of the experimental values, at the present 

time nothing can be said about the validity of these 

corrections. 

dE 
The discrepancies encountered in the values of obtained 

from the two empirical relations could be rectified only by 

obtaining more experimentally determined range-energy values. 

This would enable one to obtain a more accurate empirical 

range-energy relation^ thus, an accurate empirical stopping 

power formula. 
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